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1. Introduction

We present Steel Panthers-I PIBWL 1.5 Improvement Pack – an addition to a computer game “Steel Panthers-I” (SP-1) of SSI, containing new units, corrected existing units and formations, new and improved pictures.

It  consists of 5 modified data files – so-called “ob’s” (obbr, obja, obma, obpz, obus – in “pib15SP1.zip” file), and over 160 new pictures (in “pic15SP1.zip” file).

The pack is available for free on our Internet page:
-  http://derela.republika.pl/steel1.htm


The second, independent part of our pack is over 260 improved color pictures to replace original ugly black & white ones (in files: “colorSP1.zip” and “colo2SP1.zip”) - available at:
-  http://derela.republika.pl/colorp1.htm

The improved pictures may be installed as well in original Steel Panthers-I (without the rest of our pack) and in Steel Panthers-III, or SPWW2 (in SPWW2 – after renaming).


Of course, “Steel Panthers” is the trademark of SSI.
We are not related to SSI in any way, and we don't take any responsibility for this product.

2. Contents:
Files:
pib15SP1.zip: 	contents:
- main.rft		- main documentation (this document)
- obbr, obja, obma, obpz, obus			- data files
- obbr.txt, obja.txt, obma.txt, obpz.txt, obus.txt	- detailed description of changes
- pic15SP1.txt		- list of new pictures (copied in pic15SP1.zip file)
- problems.txt		- problems with scenarios compatibility (extract from this document)
- whatsnew.txt	- summary of main changes in 1.5
- weapons.txt		- description of weapons’ changes
- polski.rtf, nowosci.txt, Uwaga!.txt	- Polish documentation

pic15SP1.zip 	- new pictures and pic15SP1.txt description file
colorSP1.zip		- improved color pictures and colorSP1.txt description file 
colo2SP1.zip		- improved color pictures, part 2

3. Installation:

The installation is simple: you must:
- copy our new files: obbr, obja, obma, obpz, obus (from “pib15SP1.zip”) into Steel Panthers-I main folder;
- and copy new and improved pictures into the game’s “PIC” subfolder. If there is no “PIC” subfolder, you should create one.

Warning: the data files and improved pictures will overwrite the existing ones, so you can make a backup first. You should have those original, erroneous data files and ugly pictures on your Steel Panthers CD, anyway ;-)
 
”Ob..” files of PIBWL 1.5 pack can be distinguished from original or other “ob’s” only opening them in a hex or text viewer or editor (eg. Notepad) – there is a phrase: “PIBWL v.1.5” written in the very end of a file (from hex: 9E20).


4. Why to install our pack?

Well... there are no perfect things in the world, and even in a wonderful game, which is "Steel Panthers-I", we found many inaccurate units and formations. Most of these mistakes are slight (or even very slight), but there are also bigger errors (or even BIG ones). By correcting the data of units, formations and guns, we have tried to improve the game’s historical accuracy, as it was possible. This is a hobby project, but we did it according to our best knowledge, and numerous sources.

We have added more than 250 units to different countries – about half completely new. Simultaneously, we have deleted the wrong units. Due to a limited space in data files, we have also decided to replace a few correct units with more typical or more attractive ones – though we’ve tried to avoid such necessity. Naturally, we have also added new formations.
We have especially tried to improve all the “minor” countries, which were in much confusion in the original game.

See a list of new units at: http://derela.republika.pl/new.htm

The reasons to install our pack: 
- if you care about maximal historical accuracy for a strategy game;
	- if you want to see about 100 new units
	- if you'd like to face German super-tank "Maus" with British Centurion; or Soviet T-44 with Japanese Type-5 Chi-Ri;
	- if you're annoyed, because you cannot destroy a thing with Italian or Japanese guns (and obviously you should do!)
	- if you're aware of the fact, that, among others, the Polish, Belgian and Dutch armies are in a total mess, and generally underestimated 
	- if you're aware of some pictures being caricatures (e.g. Polish tankettes, Russian SU-152, T-40, T-60, US M-8 GMC and British A-13 tank) and of a mess in German halftracks...

- you should install our pack

There are already some – more or less advanced - modified SP-1 files available in Internet, but I believe, we offer, developed since 1998:

1.- Complex correction of all units, according to a historical accuracy
2.- Over 250 added units – about 100 new ones, mostly with pictures.
3.- It is all done according to our best knowledge (...18 years of getting experience..)
and modeller’s accuracy (...and a pile of books, magazines and Web pages... ;-)

And:	4. – I believe, that it can introduce a standard of SP-I modified files
	(which is important because of some problems with scenario compatibility).


Note: Using a small “trick” I’ve also added some units from other nations to the countries, to enhance possibilities of buying in scenario/ battle editor, like German PzKpfw-IVF available in Romanian section. Though they can’t be chosen like normal units – they only appear in a central window after picking such formation, but the player can buy them, anyway. (in case it didn’t work – let me know).  

5. Corrections - the subject and the way:

This chapter describes only the subject and way of corrections, with our ”methodological guidelines” ;-)   I will not list the changes applied to SP-I here – you can check which EXACTLY parameters and values were changed, in the files: "obbr.txt","obma.txt" "obus.txt", "obja.txt, "obpz.txt" and “weapons.txt”. In these files you can also find some commentaries and descriptions. 

The units' data in the game are written in five data files (obbr, obja, obma, obpz & obus).
Our corrections concern the following data:

NAME:  	- Sometimes there were mistakes, inaccuracies or too much simplification.
We've tried to state the names precisely and improve them (within limits of 15 characters). For example, we introduced “PzKpfw” (PanzerKampfwagen) instead of “Pz”.
We also replaced wrong “German” designations of Soviet tanks with correct ones.

We've also tried to keep the names simple and not go too far with expert designations, but to enable the version distinguishing.

SIZE:		It influences the aiming possibility mostly, and sometimes it needed some corrections (regarding the proportions of real vehicles’ sizes).

CREW / MEN:	 Simple and clear, but in some cases there were errors as well
(for example, BA-10 and SdKfz-231 armoured cars should have a crew of 4, not 2). Generally, we’ve increased the crew of some guns to more real-like values (even 37mm gun was in fact usually manned by some 5-6 crewmen, not 3).

The crew also determines the rate of fire in the game (therefore we consider adding some “fake” crewmen in possible further releases, to improve rate of fire of 2-men tanks ?)

Speaking about rate of fire: in 1.43 release we added “fake” second barrel to most mortars to represent a high rate of mortar fire (apart from the cases of ammo shortages, like partisans).

SPEED:	It's easy to estimate, knowing the real speed, that as for most tanks in the game SPEED=1 equals approximately 3 km/h (1.86 mph). Taking it as a rule, a speed of other tanks in the game was slightly understated, so it needed adjusting (e.g. Polish 7TP – 12 instead of 10 – it was 37 km/h).
In some cases the speed was overstated - e.g. Soviet BT tanks, which could run fast, but only when without tracks, on a highway – therefore I lowered it to the real-like value.

The game authors possibly used different method to count the speed of wheeled vehicles, because it’s lower. Only a few fastest armoured cars had speed of 24, but most cars had lower speed, even if they exceeded some 80 km/h or more, and their game speed should be similar to those fastest ones. Therefore, we’ve increased speed of armoured cars as well, but we’ve decided to keep within a limit of 25, not to let them go to the other edge of battlefield too quickly (e.g. German SdKfz-234 – new speed 25 instead of 18). We’ve also increased the trucks’ speed a bit.

Of course, this counting rule obviously don't apply to infantry, who, with SPEED=6 would have to run at 18 km/h ! (I did not change it.)

I've made light guns mobile - now for example 37mm guns can move at SPEED=2.
It's because a few crewmen were able to tow a light (about 0.5 t) gun and its ammunition. On the other hand, I've immobilised heavy 120mm and 4.2in mortars, because they were too bulky and their ammunition was too heavy.

ARMOR:	there are simply (or even: simplified) rules:
- It appears that ARMOR value equals approximately its thickness in centimetres. (The sum is made even upwards - e.g. 13mm would be ARMOR=2).

	The important thing is ARMOR SLOPE: the game authors simplified this complicated matter, assuming, that the thickness of an armour plate, inclined at 60 degrees from the vertical, is TWICE as big (it's a calculated value - RHA). It is for example, the front armour of T-34, or early Shermans.
It is a geometrical rule (a longer way of a projectile in a sloped plate), but in the real life it doesn't surely look like that. A toughness of such armour plate may be smaller, than the toughness of a twice-thicker plate. It makes projectiles bounce easy - but on the other hand, all sticking out hatches, hooks and other details act as bullet-traps. Anyway, in fact it all depended on the exact hit point, hit angle and the luck. And of course, there were many more factors, like different armour quality, which can’t be counted in the game. 

	Theoretically, 30o inclination increases armour thickness (RHA) by approx. 11%;   45o - by approx. 30%, and 60o - by 100%. It seems, that such system works also in the game.

	In game's data files, armour can be written in one of two equal ways, for example:
ARMOR =10, slope = 0
or: 	ARMOR =5, slope =60 (degrees, from vertical)

In 1.5 release we’ve added front ARMOR=1 to the guns, which had armour shields. This prevents guns from loosing the crew so quickly under rifle fire.

WEAPONS:	Some changes were required here. Apart from changing weapons in some units' (quite simple), we changed also some weapons' parameters.
	The parameter changes are listed in "Weapons.txt" file.


For example: 37L45 Bofors gun (- in the game appeared as 37L40), should be a bit better, than the German PAK-35/36. In the game it was just oppositely. Generally, a few German guns were overstated. On the other side, Japanese 47mm gun was much underestimated. Bazooka had neither such a penetration, nor range (in the game: PEN=14 for approx. 300m (6x50 yard), in fact: 90mm of armour per 100m!).

 	Generally, assuming that PENETRATION=1 should mean 10mm of armour, most of guns in the game are slightly overstated. Nevertheless, since sometimes it is hard to pierce an armour in the game anyway, we've proportionally increased penetration of the other guns.
In other words - we've tried to equal proportionally the rest of guns to the level of these "overestimated" - and on the other hand, we've slightly reduced penetration of some of those (for example, German 37L45 Pak-35 has now PEN.=6 instead of 7).

I gave names to the most popular guns, e.g.: "75L48 PaK-40 gun" (though it was a name of a towed gun in fact, while tanks had "KwK-40", and StuG - "StuK-40"). Therefore, the gun may have incorrect name in some units, but such is a “price” for having the most popular gun named. Also, for the reasons explained in “weapons.txt”, a few weapons may appear only in battles with incorrect names, which doesn’t affect their data.

I've also added some new weapons, such as: 37L45 Bofors gun, 76L41 ZiS-3 field gun, 37L47 Skoda A-7 gun, Vickers 0.5in TMG, Hotchkiss 13.2mm TMG, etc...

Most of HMG’s, TMG’s and AAMG’s were given HE Penetration=1 (they had 0) – so now they can do a little harm to light armoured vehicles eventually... but it’s not recommended to use them against armour, anyway ;-)

	Some of the artillery guns, meant for an indirect fire, received also anti-tank capabilities. (Such capabilities have been already given to the British 25-pdr in the original game). Such guns, classified as “field guns”, fit also for fighting tanks, like the French 75mm Mle.1897 Schneider (internationally used) and Soviet 76mm ZiS-3.
 

DATES of unit's appearance:	Some mistakes, usually few months ...but sometimes up to two years.
		It was a problem to choose the moment, when the unit should appear in the game. In earlier releases, we chose  the date of the first appearance in combat units, which might be much earlier, than the date of the first combat use (e.g. the first Valentine tanks were delivered to the units in June 1940; and they had to wait for their combat debut until November 1941. And it was often situation for the British tanks - surely because it's an island... :-)
(On the other hand, as for the German equipment, it might seem in the game, that just as the new tank type left a factory, it could be immediately found in the front!...  :-)

Finally, in release 1.5, as a rule, we've chosen the date of the first combat use (restoring some of the original game values). This applies, however, only to the countries, which were fighting at the moment, though not using this equipment (like the mentioned British tanks). As for the countries, which weren’t fighting at the moment, we’ve chosen the date of the appearance in units (for example, US early light tanks, and Polish units in 1941-43 – with the exception of Tobruk defence. See a new page containing a brief summary of Polish Armed Forces activity in 1940-45 – http://derela.republika.pl/polish.htm )

In some cases I chose the date, when units could have appeared if they were used - as for tanks such, as T-44, Maus, Centurion, Japanese prototypes, or Italian P-40.

	As for the last date: I've tried to set it on until the unit could have been found in the battlefields. In some cases, the remainder of obsolete equipment, especially German, could be found in combat towards the end of the war, so I extended their availability, giving the player more flexibility.

Apart from it, for all countries, even not fighting at the moment, I've extended the appropriate units’ availability from the beginning (0) to the end (99) of the war (like pre-1941 USA or post-1943 Italy), so that the player has a choice of “what-if” scenarios.


THE REST is less important:
	Anti-HEAT armor:	- mainly armour side-screens on German tanks from 1943, and sometimes – sandbags (US and Italian tanks) or welded spare tracks (Polish 1944 tanks). Sometimes I had to add or adjust it (German StuG’s received screens on turret sides as well).
I’ve also been adding +1 to basic armour in such cases.

	PRICE: 	- I've tried not to mess with prices, but sometimes I had to (for example, who would "afford" Cromwell much more expensive than Sherman, and no better enough. On the other hand, Cromwell was recognized by the Polish tankers as a full-blood “steed” comparing to a “cow” – Sherman :-)

	Fire Control:  - sometimes I've been increasing FC, mainly from 1-2, to some 2-3. 
(I understand, that the Russians had worse gun-sights, but let's give them some chance of hitting the target; with their worse guns and less-experienced crews, anyway ;-)
I’ve also been increasing FC for some 2-men tanks with hopelessly low ROF.
All German equipment had the highest FC=5 in the game - and in a few cases, I lowered it.

ICONS /Symbols /Sprites:	- well... 254 original icons of the game limited our efforts.
	I didn’t modify the original SHP files to obtain new or improved icons – if someone would like to help me in it, please contact me ( pibwl@poczta.onet.pl )

	A few units needed to have their icon changed to more suitable one.
Unfortunately - especially with the new units - sometimes there was no proper icon, for example, for U.S. SP-guns upon Halftrack chassis (M3, T30, SU-57). I've tried to pick the most similar icon, anyway. Sometimes the only icons suitable were in different color - I've tried to pick similar colors, at least.

I've also swapped some guns' icons: 
		- heavy AT-guns received icon with two-tail gun bed...
	...while some field guns, such as 75mm Schneider & 25pdr - with single-tail gun bed (in the original game: for heavy AT-guns). Now it’s more real-like.


The detailed documentation (although not easy to read) of most changes is in files: "obbr.txt", "obma.txt", "obpz.txt",  "obus.txt", "obja.txt" & "weapons.txt". There are also some comments and descriptions. 


6. PICTURES:

The pictures are in game’s "PIC" sub-directory, so you can freely change them to other (it means: better) ones. In some cases, the picture was wrong, or there was no picture at all. 

New pictures are all worked and adapted by me (with few exceptions). The originals come from different sources. They are in one file: pic15SP1.zip. See description file “pic15SP1.txt”.

You should unzip the file pic15SP1.zip into your game "PIC" folder – the pictures should not overwrite any existing ones (unless you had some third-party new pictures). 
(Since pictures: p120-p291 are included both in New pictures, and Improved pictures, they will be overwritten, if you install our Improved pictures first - they are the same. These pictures were “forgotten” by the game authors, though their numbers appear in the game).


Improved COLOR Pictures are over 150 nice color sideviews, which are replacing the existing pictures – try them! Only few pictures are still black and white. The closer descriptions are in colorSP1.txt file.
The improved pictures are in colorSP1.zip and colo2SP1.zip files on my page. The latter is permanently actualised:

http://derela.republika.pl/colorp1.htm

You should unzip the files into your Steel Panthers \PIC sub-directory, but they will overwrite the existing ones. See text file colorSP1.txt for the details about pictures (not in a current zip file).
It’s recommended to use a viewer like “ACDsee” to compare the new and old ones. Also, it’s recommended if you had any third-party pictures in a place of my new pictures. 


7. PROBLEMS WITH SCENARIOS' COMPATIBILITY:

a. Old scenarios played with modified SP-1 / PIBWL:

Our improved data files for Steel Panthers-I are about 99% compatible with the original data files, which means, that most scenarios from the original SP-1 will work correctly with our improved version.	

The only exception are scenarios employing one of very few units, which we have changed to another unit. From the reasons explained below, such units may appear with wrong icon, armour and weapons.

They are mostly the cases of replacing a wrong unit with some correct one. Such original units were historically inaccurate, and should not be in the game at all (e.g. Romanian Tiger; Soviet SU-45, and some others).

There were also a few cases, when we decided to replace a correct unit, but marginally used, with more typical or more attractive one (due to a lack of space in data files).
Fortunately, they are not popular units in scenarios - such as: some of Chinese and French (post-1943) mortars and guns, German 76 and 122mm batteries, Romanian 122mm battery, Soviet 305mm support, some of Yugoslavian trucks, and a few others 
(some of these units are not deleted permanently from the game, because they are still available to choose, taken from the other nation. For example, we replaced French and Chinese 37mm AT-guns with only one gun with nationality “US”, which is “accepted” by the game for both countries. As for units, like German 122mm battery, although it can’t be chosen normally, it’s still made available to buy in a scenario editor).

It seems, that the only such unit, appearing in original game scenarios, is Soviet SU-45 tank destroyer, which has been replaced by us with KV-8 flame-tank. SU-45 was erroneous unit, because it remained a prototype only (also Romanian infantry in some scenario has machine guns with a few shots only, and grenades with 0 shots, because there were grenades in a place of MG’s originally – but it doesn’t prevent the Romanians from winning this scenario ;-) 

The problems are caused by the fact, that when a scenario is run, the game apparently takes some data for the scenario from the actual data files.

	These data are:	- symbol (icon)
		- armour
				- weapons (and, of course, weapons' data)

	If these data have changed in the actual data file, the scenario will get the new values, which may not correspond with an old unit employed in a scenario. As a result, e.g. SU-45 will appear with an icon of KV, armour=10 and armed with a flamethrower (the number of ammo is taken from a scenario, therefore it may not be “compatible” with the weapon as well).

In case of an appearance of such “modified” units in a scenario, you should simply change them to other, similar units (e.g. T-26 tank), using the scenario editor (option: "Change Unit to a Different Type")

	The similar thing could be with Italian M-11/39 tank – I’ve changed its weapons order so that it shoots to enemy tanks with a gun instead of a MG at last :-)
  If this tank is in a scenario, it may have improper ammo numbers, so it also should be changed in a scenario editor to an actual M-11/39. The simpler solution is to use option: “Modify unit’s data” to modify its ammo only.

Of course, similar problems may appear, if you use the scenarios created using third-party modified data files for SP-1, containing units, that are not existing in our data files.

b. Newly-created scenarios played with an original SP-1

Unfortunately, the same mechanism affects the proper work of new scenarios, created with SP-1 /PIBWL, and then being played in old, unmodified Steel Panthers.

The problems may concern three things:
	
a)	If you employ a newly created unit in your scenario; and then play it with an old Steel Panthers, such unit will have no armour and no weapons - because it doesn’t exist in the old data file. It will also have an icon #0 (grey PzKpfw-I tank)
If such unit is replacing the old one in a file, this data would be simply incorrect.

 - worse solution: Not use newly added units (listed on our page http://derela.republika.pl/new.htm) in scenarios, which you wish to spread out; or change them to the older similar units in a scenario editor (option: "Change Unit to a Different Type")

 - better solution:  spread your new scenarios with a copy of our pack together, or/and write in scenario description, that it needs PIBWL pack to show the best :-)

The other two problems are marginal:
b)	If you use an old unit, which has a weapon changed, in such a scenario, and then play it with old Steel Panthers - it will probably still have the old weapon.

c)	Some existing units received new kinds of ammunition (for example: HVAP and HE for British 6 Pdr). If you use such weapon in a scenario played in old SP-1, such ammo won't work, because it doesn’t exist in the old file.

Of course, you can change such ammo to the other kind ("Modify Unit's Data") – but the better solution is just to spread your new scenarios with a copy of our pack, or/and with an information about it.

8. Credits and misc.:

If you have any problems, questions, suggestions, new information, opinions, critics and others - or if you find any mistakes or bugs...

...Or if you're happy with this pack, and think it's a great job (...I've spent upon it a great mass of time)...

	(...Or if You wish to send me some money... ;-))
	write: .onet.pl pibwl@poczta.onet.pl


PIBWL staff:					--	--	--

Main design, realization and pictures	-Michał Derela, (PIBWL member - the Chair of Tanknowledge :-)
Advice, tests, opinions and general help	-Wojciech Niedzielski, (PIBWL member - the Chair of Tactics :-)

(if you want to know about PIBWL - see: http://republika.pl/derela/ ;-)


credits (the persons, who had helped us):
	- Thierry Vallet; Jarkko Vihavainen; Zsolt Palinkas; Oleg Kondakov
- Leondus	-	http://rpghost.com/SteelPanthers	


greetings:
	-the author/ authors of "editpz.exe" program; without which nothing would be done.
	-Sylvia - for everything...

This work is dedicated to the memory of Janusz Magnuski (“James Grandsen”) – Polish armour researcher, author of numerous books and articles - 19??-1999.



